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Sistermind Unleash
DEAR SISTER, 

You know what has served us the most, and in our clients lives as well? 

It is knowing that we are the co-creators of our lives. By engaging with Universal 
Laws and the power of the conscious and subconscious mind, we step into being 
the designers, architects and conductors of our entire life story. 

So many people go through life on auto-pilot, unengaged, living in mediocrity, playing 
small, and merely accepting or resisting all that comes through them into their lives. 
You are different. You have chosen to expand and launch the daring, miracle-minded, 
wise leader inside who creates Business as a Sacred Revolution! 

Stepping into the Sistermind Unleash 2019 marks a great change in your 
life. I really invite you sink into this feeling. You’ve just made one of the single 
revolutionary investments in your life in you. Merge with the knowing that you ARE (I 
Am) the Mystic, the Wise-Woman, the Way and the Light.  Increase your awareness 
of your thought forms and patterns. If fear or anxiety creeps in, witness it, observe 
it, see if you can watch with neutrality as the old voices seek to be heard. Listen to 
them with an open heart and speak to them affirming that you are choosing a new 
path, blazing a new trail, and thank them for the service they have offered you thus 
far. 

Then, take a deep breath and allow the excitement and thrill of limitless 
potential to come through. Choose light over shadow, truth over lies, infinity 
over limitation. This is your power; this ability to choose and utilize your God-given 
imagination, visualization, and affirmation of desire. This is the true secret of the 
ages – your ability to IMAGINE and FEEL the life you are (I Am) co-creating with the 
Divine.

So let’s begin by affirming your personal Sacred Sistermind Unleash foundation for 
the journey ahead.

BLESSINGS & LOVE,

Alexandra 



It’s time to venture into 

your wildest dreams.
— YOUR SISTERMIND UNLEASH TRIBE
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Devotion
WHEN YOU MOVE 

INTO A FULLY… 
alive, awake, tuned in, turned on and lit up state of abundance consciousness, you 
begin to realize the importance of devotion toward ourselves and our deepest de-
sires as an essential act of kindness and compassion. Proclaiming devotion to your 
dream is a critical step in the manifestation process, so be aware if you experience a 
tendency to dismiss or resist it.

Devotion is radical self-love, and radical self-love is the key to birthing your 
dreams. Radical self-love IS alignment with Spirit and, from this place, all your 
good shall pour into and from you. 

It is said, “Clarity follows Devotion”. So expect to experience clarity as you breathe life 
into this document! Clarity is to be celebrated as often times we function in the murky 
waters of uncertainty AS we’re moving forward and this is less than desirable, albeit 
sometimes necessary. 

The most essential part of devotion is your devotion to YOURSELF. Nothing holds as 
much transformation, and yet, as women, we are often swayed and push our sacred 
inner devotions down for the sake of someone or something else. No longer! 

In the sacred container of Sistermind Unleash, you will be guided and supported as 
you take your business and your life to the next level. These written devotions are 
meant to be a channel for the sacred dream you hold within your essence, your 
truth, and your vision. Doing this act of bravery and reviewing it daily will open you 
up in ways you never before imagined on your way to creating business as a sacred 
revolution. 

In our year journey of unleashing YOU, you may encounter resistance in all forms 
as you reach deep to expand yourself and your dream.  You will likely be 
confronted with distractions (opportunities to make a choice). In those moments 
you may feel like stopping, or putting Sistermind Unleash on hold. No worries, I 
am here to assist you in entering the alchemical state that will deepen your inner 
resolve to heal all things that come to the blessed surface.



What we treat
with devotion, grows.
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Focused Time & Space

TO SUCCEED AT 
CREATING YOUR 

SACRED BUSINESS 
REVOLUTION… 

and calling you must have single-minded devotion to your vision!  And you must 
dedicate the time to your vision. 

Many of us have been taught to associate commitment with burden, obligation, con-
striction and sometimes even shackles. That is why we use the word devotion. Devo-
tion is rooted in love, and with love we remember our truth as a powerful, limitless 
creatrix on the leading edge of the continuous expression of Heaven on Earth. 

Devotion goes beyond talking the talk, it is the process of making agreements 
with oneself and following through due to being motivated by love. When we 
follow through we teach ourselves that we can count on ourselves.  This builds self-
trust, self-confidence, and self-love. These principles will transform your life and 
business forever, so…what are you waiting for? 



When sleeping women 
wake, mountains 
will move. — CHINESE PROVERB
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Devotional Affirmations
In order to facilitate your devotion in a powerful way, you must write it down. 
By writing it down you are bringing it into your earthly experience through con-
scious, intentional manifestation. It also gives it a space outside of your mind and 
body – therefore helping along the process of “birthing” your vision.  

Below write your devotion to yourself to complete this program. If you require 
more space, please write on a separate sheet of paper. Identify one specific action 
step that you will do each week to support you in getting the most out of the Sister-
mind Unleash program.  
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Devotional Affirmations
From a place of radical freedom and using the full God-given gift of your 
imagination, write down the Sacred Vision you are devoting yourself to, searching 
for the alignment within of what it is you are truly desiring.  Remember, this doesn’t 
have to be in complete form; it just needs to be a statement that guides you on this 
journey forward. 



Life is a song.
Love is the music.
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My Commitment

TO MYSELF
&

MY SISTERS

I _____________________________________________________________________
NAME

AM DEVOTED TO COMPLETING THIS SACRED SISTERMIND UNLEASH JOURNEY AND 
INVOKE THE MERGING OF THE MYSTIC AND MAVEN IN MY BUSINESS AND MY LIFE ON

_____________________________________________________________________
DATE

SIGNED WITH LOVE, BLESSINGS AND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR MYSELF,

_____________________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE



We rise by 
lifting others.
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My Promise 
TO YOU

It is my loving intention that through Sistermind Unleash I will guide and support 
you to open to your deepest level of truth, self-love, sacred wisdom and visionary 
leadership that is available to you at this time. 

I am here to hold you to your Highest Self through this journey, and to be a 
mirror of self-reflection that will aid you in this journey of Unleashing YOU.

IT IS MY HEART’S 
CALLING TO 
SERVE YOU,

AND I GRACEFULLY AND WHOLEHEARTEDLY SAY YES TO YOUR JOURNEY!

_____________________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE & DATE

_____________________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE & DATE



The world will be saved
by the western woman.

— DALAI LAMA
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